INCORRUPTIBLE BEAUTY

Raising up warriors in a “vainglory” culture through enumerated wisdom, extricating the nuggets of beauty, valour and excellency; buried in the hearts of compromising, broken, complacent, hurt, insecure, lost, mediocre, robbed and unqualified males and females
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CHAPTER TWO

WOMAN
What is a woman, is it her 36 inch hips, 24 inch waist or 36 inch bust? What is it that makes her beautiful, is it the tone of her skin or texture of her hair? I'm saddened by how the world is raising up empty cylinders plastered with good-looks. I'm sorry that Hollywood testifies that your look is all you need to walk up the mountain of life, they lied! There's more to you than the shape of your body, there's more to you than your envied full lips, there's more to you than those pretty eyes and cheek bones you have, other’s more to you than you clothing and shoe collection. Yes, there's a great deal more to a woman than her outward appearance. When God fearfully and wonderfully made her, this mystery went beyond her physique, intellectual and sexuality. What does God say about a woman? After all, it is God who formed and built her. In this chapter it will be revealed to you what a woman is through God's Word and by the end of this chapter you will know what a woman is; her character, excellence, beauty, mission and role on earth.
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Introduction

We live in a world that celebrates women for their physical appearance more than their character, intellectuality, moral compass and life. The true nature and will of a woman’s identity is gradually becoming lost in the scrambles of social, economic and cultural outlooks. Now more than ever, there’s a need for women to fight the world’s influences that try to define daily who they are; women have to believe and stand on God’s Word in order to keep God’s standards because it is God who envisioned and created them, not society. Therefore, it’s imperative that both men and women go back to the genesis of God’s original plan in order to understand what and who a woman is because God’s original plan for creating the first woman is a resourceful map for every other woman who came after her. In Genesis 2:18, God introduces us to the first woman based on the plan He had for the first man when He said, “It is not good that man should be alone; I will make him a helper comparable to him.” The Hebrew word used for “helper” is ‘EZER which means Helper/ One who helps/ Succor (succor means help; relief; aid; assistance).
So then, the first lesson we learn about a woman of God is that she was created to be a helper to her husband within the life long specification of their marriage. In short, a woman was created to be a wife! Have you ever wondered why so many single women crave for marriage? Have you ever considered why little girls begin to plan their wedding day in their heads gasping at the idea of their wedding dress? Although society is irked by such marriage idioms in millions of females all over the world, unfortunately, these instincts are within women and are not by chance; they are inevitable because of how God formed and fashioned the female being; God designed her with marriage in mind. Therefore, it’s healthy to desire marriage as a single woman but it is unhealthy to obsess over marriage. Never the less, some may say that not every woman is created to be a wife. Rightly so, however, God’s plan for creating a woman was so that she can be a wife - a helper. The bible says in 1 Corinthians 11:8-9, “for man is not from woman, but woman from man. Nor was man created for the woman, but woman for man.”
So, whether a woman chooses not to get married according to 1 Corinthians 7:8, she is not sinning by choosing that path and if God tells her not to get married, that is up to her and God.

Thus, the woman was fashioned from the man’s side for the conclusive purpose of making that man’s life, from whose side she taken from, better. She betters his life through her help, relief, aid and assistance; emotionally, financially, intellectually, physically, psychologically, sexually and spiritually. Please understand from this that according to God’s spoken Word, the woman is to help her husband in all these areas; not her male acquaintance, boyfriend, fiancé nor pastor. The problems we face today both in the Church and Society are that helpers (women) are trying to play the role of helper outside marriage and/or helpers are not equipped (spiritually, mentally and emotionally) enough to be helpers to their own husbands at home. The full role of being a helpmeet flourishes when accomplished within the correct specifications. Are you a woman today playing the role of a helper to someone who is not yet your husband? Perhaps you are giving away all your intellectual virtues to a man who is not yet your husband?
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Don’t use your powerful role of being a helper prematurely. This is why the path of multiple dating/relationships always poses a risk to one’s virtues stored up for their future spouse. For instance, if you are a woman dating different men every few months in search of your husband, you can fall into the danger of investing your intellectual, spiritual and emotional strengths in relationships and people whom you have no future with. Eventually this can take its toll on you in some aspect and rob you from giving 100% of your mind and heart to your true life long mate especially if the previous relationships concluded on fear or broken trust.

Therefore, whenever you and I try to outsmart God by improvising our own ideas and plans over God’s way of doing things, there is always a result of limitation or err. A woman was not created to help, relieve and aid a man who is not her husband the way she should towards a husband. A woman cannot be a financial aid to a man who is not her husband and still expect to him to play a conspicuous role of leading her.
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A woman who gives husband privileges (spiritually, emotionally, physically or sexually) to a man who is not her husband puts herself and her future husband in great deficit! This robs the marriage bank of their future marriage. God’s blessings founded on the role of being helpmate reside within marriage; outside marriage, this role only produces toiling, confusion and disappointments. Are you relieving your so called “boyfriend” sexually in the hopes that he will quickly respond back to you with an engagement ring or marriage? He seems to know how to express to you his need for your sexual help but he can’t lawfully express by right of marriage his commitment to you before God and people? Don’t allow the devil to convince you that being a helpmate to someone who is not your husband will bring blessings and fast results because it won’t; it’s a deception of the devil. When a woman tries to play the role of “helper” to a man who is not yet her husband, she will eventually become tired, frustrated and angry as she realises that he is not responding back to her. A fiancé or boyfriend is not in a positioned to respond back from the position of “husband” because that is not his role in her life; it is only a husband who positioned to respond back to her as his wife.
More importantly, a husband who is spiritually awakened through faith in the LORD Jesus Christ and has daily fellowship with the Spirit of God; such a man is fully adapted to respond daily towards his wife through his husbanding attributes and abilities. Again, I say a husband led daily by the Spirit of God because it is very possible for a wife to do everything in her virtuous ability to help her saved and sanctified husband but unless her saved and sanctified husband has an active daily relationship with God, he may not understand that his wife is his helper in every aspect of his life nor see how she is helping him. In such cases, her virtuous work may go unnoticed or worse, she and her works may face forms of rejection.

Comparatively, the bible gives us insight to the outspoken thoughts of God in Genesis 2:18, when He said, “It is not good that man should be alone; I will make him a helper comparable to him.” The Hebrew word used for “good” is “TOWB” which means good/ better/ well/ best/ merry/ prosperity/ precious/ fine/ wealth/ beautiful, favour/ glad.
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The LORD God looked at Adam, a man who lived in His presence; a man who was financially wealthy (Eden had gold and precious stones according to Genesis 2:11-13); a man who had a paradise home with all the things that were pleasing to his eyes and good for food; a man whom God gave mighty authority and kingship over all species in the waters, the dry land and the air; a man who was endowed to undertake great tasks of naming all cattle, birds and beasts of the field whilst tending the garden of Eden, tasks that could only be completed by one who had great wisdom and understanding. The Lord God had given Adam a kingdom, power, strength and glory but yet with all that He had given him, the Lord God still saw that it wasn’t good! Adam still needed a helper to make everything good and better; he still needed a comparable helpmate who causes him to find favour and prosperity beyond who he was and what he had in that season. The LORD God saw that though Adam has all these things, he still needs a wife to help him be the best version of himself; bringing him gladness, wealth and wellbeing in all aspects of his life. Can you see how great a woman is? Can you behold the powerful influence she is to a man’s life?
If more men and women understood the powerful position their roles as helper have within marriage, under the leading of their own husbands, their marriages would be very powerful! Surely, if women knew how to walk fully in their role as helper, their influence within their marriages would be unstoppable!

Therefore, God intended women to be married so that they can play the role of helping their husbands. This role is futile outside marriage and becomes a false facade of what God envisioned for wifehood. Perhaps you are reading this and you are already married but you are failing to walk fully in your role as a helper towards your husband but desire to help? Firstly, you are on the right track by desiring to walk fully in your role as wife. God’s Spirit and his Word will enable you to be fully built, continually transformed and mentally fashioned to be everything that God created you to be, not just a wife but also a woman of God and a mother! It is by faith in Christ through the empowerment of God’s Spirit that you can do all things through Jesus Christ! Eve’s ability to fully express and commit to walking as a helper rested on how God created her. Let’s look closely into this creation process in the following chapter.